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9 SEASONS

UNIQUE PRODUCTION SHOT ALL
AROUND THE WORLD

126 × 22 minutes
2500 sketches from 30 to 90 seconds
NEW

Season 10 in production

40% market share Co-viewing program

SCRIPTED NON-VERBAL COMEDY
ComediHa! is a unique series of visual comedy made of non-verbal clips. Shot
in HD with an original soundtrack,
ComediHa! appeals to all your senses with
its creative production/direction, and thorough cinematographic approach.
ComediHa! is a distinctively impressive product. Entirely shot in location such
as Mexico, Morocco, USA, Switzerland, Dominican Republic, Greece, Cuba and
Québec City,
ComediHa! takes you to wild and exotic places as castaways
stranded on a deserted island or explorers deep in the jungle.
BANFF WORLD MEDIA AWARD 2011
Best Comedy Program
MONTREUX COMEDY AWARD 2011

Best Non-Verbal Comedy

VIEW TRAILER ONLINE

1 SEASON

THE WORLD’S FAVOURITE NEW
PRANK SHOW !

13 × 22 minutes

HIDDEN CAMERA
The producers of the global hit LOL ComediHa! are proud to present TWIST, the
world’s favourite new prank show.
Always funny, often hilariously absurd, but never mean spirited, the young and hip cast
of TWIST brings its unique sense of humor to audiences worldwide. A comedic voiceover commentary allows each market to infuse the non-verbal hidden camera pranks
with a tailor-made and local edge.
TWIST is the new kid on the block, and it is here to stay.

VIEW TRAILER ONLINE

1 SEASON

FROM ONE LINE UP TO ANOTHER,
THE FATES OF 2 MULTIGENERATIONAL
FAMILIES CROSS PATHS

NEW

13 × 22 minutes
Season 2 in production

DRAMEDY / FICTION
We spend an average of five years of our lives

During these calm or stressful pauses, the

waiting in line… what do we do with all of this

cast further reveals parts of themselves,

time?

looking

LINE UP is a new dramedy where we follow
two multigenerational families waiting in
line… just like us, they might feel all too alone
in these forced and confined moments. This
simple backdrop brings strangers and their

to

free

themselves

from

their

constraints and find a new balance. What
they share is sometimes funny but it can also
be heartbreaking. Along the season, we
discover what ties all of these unique
characters together.

close-ones together but can also highlight

This series differs from other family series by a

how easy it is to get on each other’s nerves!

qualitative treatment in writing and directing

The

show’s

grandparents,

parents

and that gives the actors the opportunity to touch

children continually cross paths in LINE UP us deeply.
but they all have all their own issues or a given
“situation” or person they have to deal with.

VIEW TRAILER ONLINE

5 MOVIES
5 SEASONS

A COMEDY ABOUT FRIENDSHIP, LIFE,
LOVE AND SPORTS !

73 × 22 minutes

38% market share on Radio-Canada TV :
Easily adaptable to any team sports

COMEDY / FICTION
The Boys is a prime-time comedy series equalizer where they are only judged by
and was one of the biggest French TV their talent and nothing else. Though
these men have not been ‘boys’ for years,
franchises in Canada.
when it’s time to play, they become young
Every Monday night, these eleven part- again… at least in their hearts, if not in
time gladiators, middle-aged sportsmen, their bodies.
pull on, with pride and some difficulty, a
jersey emblazoned with their team crest: This comedy centers on the friendship of a
The Boys. This is the name of their amateur group of people, from different walks of
sports team. During the day, they work as life, who decide to face life challenges
surgeons, real estate agents, police together, on and off the sports field!
officers… but on Monday nights, they
cast aside their respective differences to
become the sport’s legends they always
dreamed to be. Sport is the greatest
VIEW TRAILER ONLINE

FESTIVAL ROMA FICTION 2010
Best comedy series
CANADIAN ACADEMY OF CINEMA
AND TELEVISION 2009
Best creative and innovative series

3 SEASONS

FOUR FRIENDS DECIDE TO TAKE A BREAK FROM
EVERYDAY LIFE BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE

35 × 45 minutes

33 % market share in the 18-34 age group

DRAMEDY / FICTION
THE INVINCIBLES is a successful dramedy
that tells the story of Steve, Remy, Peter
and Carlos, four lifelong friends on the
cusp of turning thirty who decide to break
with the monotonous present and relive
their care-free twenties. After a solemn
pact, which sets the rules for their
adventures including the breakup of their
respective relationships, these young men
become THE INVINCIBLES.

their reaction when their partners decide
it’s their turn to take a break. Our four
everyday «superheroes» struggle to find a
balance between their desire for freedom
and their need for stability. At the end of
their quest, they come to realize that you
can’t put off being an adult forever.

A contemporary cast of extraordinary
urban characters makes THE INVINCIBLES
one of the most original series on French
Over three exciting seasons, we follow the Canadian television for the 18-35 age
Invincibles’ comic misadventures, their group.
successive romantic entanglements, their
search for fun without responsibility and
VIEW TRAILER ONLINE

1 SEASON

IF HE FAILS, HE WILL RETURN ENDLESSLY
TO THE GROUND FLOOR

20 × 3 minutes

COMEDY / FICTION
THE ELEVATOR tells the story of Bruno, he will have to accept his fellow man and
someone who attempts to go to the top quickly learn that he is partly responsible
for his own consequences.
floor of a building to get his... hat back.
This mission may seem simple but in each
elevator episode he has to face some of
the most annoying specimens of the
human race. Bruno has been quiet for far
too long in his life, but now he enjoys the
liberating pleasure of saying what he
thinks of people, their habits and
behaviors. The downside of this newly
found freedom is that he sabotages his
very mission and so he begins his ascent
again and again. Yet his psychiatrist has
been clear, if he wants to achieve his goal,

THE ELEVATOR is a clever metaphor of
what separates us from our success and
what we need to do to reach it. With a
comical tone and a twist of cynicism, this
series is well structured and full of
surprises.
NUREMBERG WEB WEEK 2017
Special Award “ Coup de cœur ”

VIEW TRAILER ONLINE

ANGÈLE

DUBEAU
& LA PIETÀ

LIVE PERFORMANCE
1 × 75 minutes

« RICH, VIBRANT AND PERFORMED
WITH PASSION… »

Available in : Spanish \ English \ French

CLASSICAL MUSIC
Canada’s most prominent violin virtuoso, Angele

Camille Saint-Saëns : Danse macabre

Dubeau is one of the few classical musicians to have

Antonio Vivaldi : Concerto per archi - allegro

won gold discs for selling more than half a million

Ludovico Einaudi : Life

records.

Srul Irving Glick : Old toronto klezmer suite :

She is known for unique arrangements of classical

the rabbi’s wedding at the palmerston street shul

masterworks and sophisticated interpretations of

Philip Glass : The Hours Suite - Movement I

modern pieces. With La Pietà, an all-female string
ensemble featuring some of Canada’s best musicians,
they play with agility, power, a nicely weighted sound
and a fierce joy in performing. This concert, « Ovation »,

Ludovico Einaudi : I giorni

Max Richter : The Leftovers main titles / dona nobis pacem 2

was shot at Palais Montcalm in Quebec city (Canada),

Joe Hisaishi : Princess Mononoke

an internationally renowned concert hall with an

George Enescu : Rhapsodie roumaine no. 1

optimal acoustic quality. The selection of contemporary

Ludovico Einaudi : Experience

pieces here is serene and heartfelt.
VIEW SAMPLE ONLINE

